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Observation of Direct Dissociative Ionization in Molecular Hydrogen
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Direct dissociative ionization is the simplest three-body breakup process in H2. We describe the ex-
perimental verification of direct dissociative ionization to the repulsive A2S1

u state by resolving the
kinetic energy and angular distributions of the formed protons. A �2 1 1� resonant enhanced multi-
photon ionization process via the isotropic E, F 1

S1
g �y � 6, J � 0� level is employed. The structure in

the kinetic energy spectrum is well described by a projection of the vibrational wave function of the
E, F 1

S1
g �y � 6, J � 0� state onto the repulsive ionic state. The electronic character of the ionization

continuum is revealed by the proton angular distribution.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevLett.86.3272 PACS numbers: 33.80.Gj, 33.80.Rv, 34.50.Gb
In excitation of molecular hydrogen above the H 1 H1

dissociation limit molecular ions may be formed, or also
two neutral H atom fragments, or three particles, an elec-
tron, proton, and H atom, can be produced. This last
process may involve two steps, where the first step is the
formation of a neutral doubly excited state from which
molecular dissociation commences. The second step is
then the autoionization of this dissociating state, forming
an H-H1 pair. Alternatively, dissociative ionization may
be a direct process, in which H2 is excited to the ionic
dissociation continuum of H1

2 (the A 2S1
u state). Disso-

ciative photoionization, both direct and indirect, leads to
three free particles (H, H1, e2). Hence, these processes
are asymptotically nondistinguishable. Moreover, as the
energy may be distributed over the three particles, neither
the electron nor the heavy particle kinetic energy spectrum
will reveal sharp distinctive structures. While dissociative
ionization occurs in all molecules, hydrogen is the simplest
three-body system. A search for this process requires an
analysis of both kinetic energy and angular distributions of
the photofragments.

Photoexcitation of H2 has been the subject of extensive
experimental research using XUV (l , 150 nm) one-
photon excitation [1–5]. The introduction of intense
strong laser systems made it possible to populate different
intermediate high lying states via multiphoton excitation
pathways, from which dissociation and ionization can be
driven with less energetic photons. Experiments have been
reported via the B 1S1

u state (using one or three photons)
[6,7] and via the E, F 1S1

g state (using two photons)
[8–10]. In many of these studies, doubly excited neutral
states [11,12] positioned in the ionization continuum have
key roles, masking the observation of direct dissociative
ionization.

In this letter we present kinetic energy distributions
(KED) as well as the angular distributions (AD) of the
protons formed in one-photon dissociative photoionization
from the E, F 1S1

g �y � 6, J � 0� state, which is produced
with two other photons from the molecular ground state.
The oscillatory structure in the proton KED is explained
2 0031-9007�01�86(15)�3272(4)$15.00
as a projection of the bound vibrational wave function on
the repulsive A 2S1

u ionic state. The technique of veloc-
ity map imaging combines the simultaneous recording of
KED and AD of the formed protons. Velocity map imag-
ing has been used extensively in photodissociation studies,
where fragments are ionized using multiphoton processes
[13]. In this study, �2 1 1� resonant enhanced multiphoton
dissociative ionization forms ions directly. In the follow-
ing, we provide some details on the excitation step and the
experimental setup followed by a description and discus-
sion of the experimental results.

Direct dissociative ionization is the excitation of the re-
pulsive, A 2S1

u , ionic state (arrow in Fig. 1). Here the
ejection of the electron and molecular dissociation occurs
simultaneously. This process is more likely when start-
ing from the outer well of the E, F state using photons of
193 nm. At this same energy, repulsive neutral states may
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FIG. 1. Schematic potential energy diagram. The E, F poten-
tial is from Ref. [19]. The doubly excited states are presented in-
cluding their autoionization linewidths as error bars, taken from
Tennyson [12]. Also shown is the vibrational wave function
of the intermediate state at the two-photon level. The verti-
cal arrows represent indirect dissociative ionization (iDI, dotted
line) and direct dissociative ionization (dDI, solid line) at the
three-photon level.
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be excited. Here, dissociation partially precedes
ionization (dashed arrow in Fig. 1). In this case, autoion-
ization involves the dissociation continuum of the H1

2
electronic ground state. Photoexcitation from the E, F
state (see Fig. 1) may also result in the formation of
bound H1

2 ions from the inner well region. The use of
the rotationless J � 0 level provides a complete isotropic
intermediate population, facilitating the description of
the AD of the resulting protons. The AD intensity
I�u� ~ 1 1 b� 3

2 cos2u 2
1
2 � depends on the angle u

between the laser polarization direction and the velocity
vector of the fragments and can be characterized [14] by
one anisotropy parameter, b, which ranges between the
limiting values 21 to 2. This parameter determines the
symmetry of the transitions.

The velocity map imaging apparatus used has al-
ready been described in detail elsewhere and a
summary of the experimental details will be given
here. A pulsed supersonic beam of pure H2 is di-
rected down the axis of a time-of-flight (TOF) mass
spectrometer, and crossed at right angles by the coun-
terpropagating laser light of a line-narrowed �dn �
0.5 cm21� [15] tunable ArF excimer laser set on the
E, F 1S1

g �y � 6, J � 0� √ √ X 1S1
g �y � 0, J � 0� two-

photon transition in hydrogen. A subsequent photon can
then excite the hydrogen above the H1 1 H dissociation
limit at a total photon energy of 19.26 eV, forming
protons. The 193 nm light (15 ns pulse width, 25 mJ per
pulse) was focused onto the molecular beam, resulting
in an intensity of �5 3 1010 W�cm2. The laser light
was more than 99% vertically polarized. The formed
protons were extracted from the ionization region into
the grounded time-of-flight tube and detected on a two-
dimensional microchannel plate/phosphor screen detector
read by a CCD camera. Mass selectivity was achieved
by increasing the gain of the detector when the H1 ions
arrive. The image (sum of 25 000 shots) is inverted (from
the two dimensions of the detector to all three spatial
dimensions) by using an inverse Abel transformation.
This is possible because of the presence of a symmetry
axis (the polarization direction of the light, vertical to
the TOF axis, parallel to the detector surface). We note
that even in the narrow band mode the laser intensity still
consists of 50% narrow band light on top of a broad band
background. Hence, the third (one-)photon step will be
“polluted” with a broad band component. The resolution
�DKE�KE� of the apparatus can be as high as 2% [13].
The excimer laser used has an unfavorable rectangular
beam shape, resulting in a decreased resolution with a
value of DE�E � 8% [15].

As mentioned above, after three-photon absorption at
19.26 eV, the hydrogen molecule can decay in three major
pathways: dissociation into two neutrals (D), ionization
forming an H1

2 ion (I), and direct or indirect dissociative
ionization (DI). For dissociative ionization the maximum
kinetic energy release over the fragments is determined by
the ionic dissociation limit at 18.07 eV and is therefore
1.19 eV. In dissociative ionization the electron also car-
ries away kinetic energy. Hence, the H1 ions are expected
in the energy range from 0 to 0.6 eV �� 1.19�2 eV�. In
the case of molecular dissociation (D), a ground state H
atom is formed together with an excited fragment. These
excited atoms are partially ionized by the strong 6.42 eV
laser light. Their kinetic energy is determined by the dis-
sociation limit of H�n � 1� 1 H�n . 1� and will have
discrete values between 0.6 eV �H�n � `�� and 2.29 eV
�H�n � 2��. Molecular ionization �I� produces initially,
H1

2 X 2S1
g �y1� 1 e2. The energy of the photon allows

H1
2 to be formed in all y1 levels. A fraction of these

molecular ions can be photodissociated, again yielding a
proton. The kinetic energy of the protons is determined by
the initial vibrational level, and ranges from 1.88 to 3.2 eV.
Hence, in an energy resolved KED spectrum all pathways
are distinguishable.

A measured image is presented in Fig. 2. The intensity
of the signal from low to high corresponds to from black
to white as denoted in the gray scale in Fig. 2. The di-
rection of the laser polarization is along the y axis. The
image clearly shows rings with relatively large diameter
(high KE values) and three fainter rings with small di-
ameters (low KE values). The angular distribution can
be observed directly. The outer rings show an intensity
peaking along the laser polarization in accordance with
a cos2u angular distribution �b � 2� as expected for the
A 2S1

u √ X 2S1
g ionic dissociation process. The inner

rings are more isotropic. In Fig. 3 these data are trans-
formed into a KED (plotting the intensity as a function of
the radius of the ring). Figure 3(a) reveals the full range
and all three processes. Figure 3(b) concentrates on the
energy region for DI. Structures are seen both in the DI
region and the I region.

The structure in the ionization region �I� matches pho-
todissociation of the hydrogen ion formed in a distribution

FIG. 2. (a) Measured image. (b) Abel transformed image.
The angle u is between the dotted line (presenting the laser
polarization) and the fragments. On the right side an intensity
gray scale is presented.
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FIG. 3. Kinetic energy distributions. (a) The inset shows the
full energy region, revealing DI and I. (b) The main figure shows
the region below 0.7 eV. A small background due to the inverse
Abel transformation has been subtracted. The three peaks in the
DI region are denoted with i, ii, and iii. The measured KED
is presented by open circles. The lines are calculated KED
distributions using different models. The thin solid line, direct
DI via the A state; dashed line, direct DI via the X state, dotted
line, approximate indirect DI via Q1

1Pu; thick solid line, direct
DI via the A state with experimental broadening.

peaked at the H1
2 X 2S1

g (y1 � 2) and H1
2 X 2S1

g (y1 �
13) states. Their production is enhanced in accordance
with the y1 dependent Frank-Condon (FC) factors with
the E, F�y � 6� level. This has been seen in photoelec-
tron spectra (the complement of our KED) by Xu et al. [9].
No evidence is found for the formation of H�n $ 3� frag-
ments from the dissociation (D) process. The H�n � 2�
could be hidden below the I peak. Also Xu et al. [9] found
no evidence for formation of excited H atoms due to disso-
ciation [9]. Important for the discussion later, the absence
of D fragments suggests that the doubly excited states do
not play a dominant role at this wavelength. The signal
in the DI region below 0.7 eV in Fig. 3 shows oscilla-
tory structure, which cannot be assigned to known states or
known dissociation limits. In the following we argue that
this structure is the consequence of a direct DI process.
Xu et al. [9] did not report oscillations in their photoelec-
tron spectrum, not being sensitive in the associated pho-
toelectron energy region. The possible DI processes can
be summarized as follows. From the E, F�y � 6� state,
the following states are one-photon allowed: the doubly
excited Q1

1S1
u and 1Pu states and the ionic dissociative

continua of the X 2S1
g and A 2S1

u states. At the internu-
clear separations in the outer “F” well, the electron con-
figuration of the E, F state is dominated by the �2psu�2

configuration. As a consequence, at these internuclear sep-
arations, excitation to the ionic A 2S1

u ��2psu��, and to the
doubly excited 1S1

u ��2psu� �2ssg�, and �2psu� �3dsg��
and 1Pu��2psu� �2dpg�� are all one-electron transitions.

The process of direct DI leads to a KED of
the proton given by I�EP� � Pel�Etot 2 2EP� 3

j�xEF2S1
g
�R� j xA2S1

u
�R; 2Ep��j2, with Pel �Eel� describ-
3274
ing the probability of generating a photoelectron with
energy Eel; Etot is the energy available for the three
particles. This function was approximated by the H(1S)
photoionization curve which is finite at threshold, and then
slowly decreases with electron energy [16]. The factor
2 (in 2EP) comes from the fact that the kinetic energy
is equally divided over the H and H1 fragments. As
mentioned, the photons couple the outer (F) well with the
dissociative ionization continuum in a one-electron tran-
sition [2psu ! ´ (s or d)lg]. We assume the excitation
probability to be independent of internuclear separation.
Figure 3(b) shows the results. The position and shape of
the y � 6 vibrational level is found by numerically solv-
ing the Schrödinger equation using a Numerov method.
The same procedure was used to determine the FC
factors.

The loss of structure is due to the finite resolution of
the apparatus. The magnitude of the instrumental resolu-
tion can be appreciated from the signal above 0.6 eV (the
maximum allowed kinetic energy for the proton). This ex-
perimental broadening is used to adjust the calculated KED
(thin solid line) in Fig. 3(b) resulting in the broadened cal-
culated KED (thick solid line). This KED reproduces the
measured KED very well. Only the height of peak i differs
which could be due to an R dependence of the transition
dipole moment. In principle, a small part of the signal
may also be due to alternative ionization pathways, such
as direct DI into the continuum of the ionic ground state
[4,5], or indirect DI via the doubly excited states. The
former process has much smaller FC factors in combina-
tion with a very different energy dependent behavior [see
dashed line in Fig. 3(b)].

Indirect DI via the [�2psu� �2ssg� and �2psu� �3dsg�]
1S1

u states and the [�2psu� �3dpg�] 1Pu Q1 states is pos-
sible [11,12]. Tennyson [12] reported autoionization (aI)
widths of all these states. In the case of a large aI width,
and hence very fast autoionization, autoionization precedes
dissociation and the observed KED of the protons will
be indistinguishable from direct DI into the ionic ground
state. This is the case for the first 1S1

u state. In the case
of a small aI width, most of the molecules will disso-
ciate prior to ionization (process D in Fig. 1). A small
fraction will autoionize during dissociation. The KED is
given by the FC factors between the dissociative continuum
states in the Q1

1Pun
1S1

u at the three-photon level and the
H1

2 X 2S1
g state at variable energy (2Ep) [17]: I�Ep� 	

j�xQ1�R; 3hn� j xXH1
2

�R; 2Ep��j2. Figure 3(b) shows the
results for all three doubly excited states, revealing a clear
mismatch with experiment. Exact calculations of the com-
petition between aI and dissociation of the neural doubly
excited states is beyond the scope of this experimental
work. Such calculations have been performed for the case
dissociation from the B 1S1

u state [18].
Direct dissociative ionization to the continuum of the

electronically excited ionic state reproduces our results
well, as seen in Fig. 3(b). The oscillations then reflect the
behavior of the wave function of the outer well (F side) of
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the E, F 1S1
g �y � 6, J � 0� state. It is possible that indi-

rect processes also contribute to our observed signal. In the
following we further corroborate this interpretation with
the expected angular behavior. The angular distributions of
the three dissociative ionization peaks i, ii, and iii result in
the following anisotropy parameters: b�i� � 0.1 6 0.1,
b�ii� � 0.0 6 0.1, and b�iii� � 20.1 6 0.1. These val-
ues are about 0, a priori surprising in the case of one-
photon bound-free transitions, where limiting values are
expected. Theoretically the angular distribution is easily
estimated. The initial state in the one-photon dissocia-
tion process is completely isotropic �J � 0�. This facil-
itates calculation of the AD considerably. Ionization of
the 2psu electron can generate an electron with s-wave
and d-wave character. In the case of an s-wave electron,
the nuclei must carry the angular momentum of the pho-
ton. Elementary angular momentum algebra gives a value
for the anisotropy parameter, b, being b � 2, maximally
aligned. In the case of a d-wave electron, the electron car-
ries most of the angular momentum of the photon, reducing
the anisotropy parameter of the nuclei considerably. An-
gular momentum algebra indeed gives a strongly reduced
anisotropy parameter of b � 0.2. Finally it is, in principle,
possible that the electron and molecular ion exchange an-
gular momentum in such a way that the H 2 H1 pair is
left with three units of angular momentum (N1 � 3) after
emission of the electron. This channel is expected to give
an AD given by b � 0.8.

The observed angular distributions are very close to
b � 0.2. We conclude that in direct DI the ion is left in a
dissociative state with N1 � 1 and that a d-wave electron
is emitted. In the united atom limit, the ionization process
concerns a p electron; in the united atom picture the p-d
transition is 30 times stronger than the p-s transition. The
small discrepancy between the b � 0.2 and the observed
slightly negative values may be attributed to instrumental
effects connected to the background subtraction. Excita-
tion of the autoionizing 1Pu doubly excited state would
reduce the anisotropy parameter, as this adds perpendicu-
lar �b � 21� character. This effect is diminished by the
simultaneous parallel excitation to the 1S1

u state. The as-
sociated KED does not fit, however, and it has been argued
before that this channel is unlikely because of the absence
of detectable neutral H�n � 3� fragments.

In conclusion, we have shown that oscillatory structure
directly reflects the outer well vibrational wave function of
the E, F state in direct dissociative ionization of H2. The
identification of this process is further corroborated by the
angular distributions of the observed protons. Hence, two
continua are simultaneously excited, with a resulting struc-
ture in the KED and also in the associated photoelectron
spectra characteristic of direct dissociative ionization.
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